T ebis B R E P m o d u les

The Tebis BREP product group:
Creating, ADAPTING AND OPTIMIZING CAD
surface models.
The creation and modification of CAD surface models covers a considerable portion of value
creation in design and in model, die and mold making. For this purpose, it is frequently
necessary to create surfaces on the basis of mesh data originating in scanned objects. In the
course of further processing, optimization loops often occur. The real object and the CAD data
set are changed repeatedly during these loops, which requires a comparison between the two.
In addition, more and more technological effects, such as springback in sheet metal drawing,
are compensated for in the CAD surfaces already.
Thanks to their unique integration depth of wireframe and surface models as well STL and FEM
meshes, the Tebis BREP product group is the answer to numerous CAD requirements in design
but also in model, die and mold making.
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An overview of the Tebis BREP technology.

CAD surface quality is the decisive criterion in further processing today – even in connection with other CAD/CAM systems.
For this reason, the Tebis BREP stations contain comprehensive
quality analysis functions. In addition to the generating surface
functions, most expansion levels provide automatic and manual
repair and optimization options.

Application of BREP technology
Using the comprehensive quality analyses, you can assess whether
the design quality is sufficient for the subsequent processes.
Thus, you can quickly estimate how much additional effort is still
required for data preparation.
To improve the surface quality, you use the interactive and automatic repair functions. With a few clicks of the mouse, you can
thus ensure that the surface quality satisfies the requirements
during further processing. With the Tebis Optimizer you can even
achieve surfaces of Class A quality.
Using reverse engineering functions, you can generate surfaces of
design quality. From the process perspective, this saves much time
because the surfaces can be utilized throughout in all subsequent
processes without having to be redesigned.
An additional special characteristic is the hybrid technology.
Because Tebis manages imported, scanned and designed surface
data in the same data model, scanned changes on real parts and
dies can be quickly sent back to the CAD model – with the highest
surface quality.
The deformation of surfaces across the part, e.g., in springback
compensation in sheet metal die making, enables massive savings
in the process. You take springback simulation, experience and
measuring results into account, and within minutes the system will
return deformed surfaces of top quality.

Thanks to the associativity between the wireframe and surface models, tangentially and curvature
constant surfaces without gaps are created.

Intuitive design with wireframe and surface models
A common characteristic of the Tebis BREP product group is that
the boundary curves of the individual surfaces are linked. Using
the wireframe model functions, you delete, move and model the
boundary and trim curves of the surfaces or generate new ones.
The wireframe model defines the layout of the surfaces (topology). It manages the individual surfaces and their parameterization and the transition qualities to the adjacent surfaces. Changes
to the wireframe model affect the surfaces. Conversely, changes
to the surfaces affect the wireframe model. This associative Tebis
surface technology is prerequisite for the far-reaching automatisms for quality analysis, surface creation, reverse engineering,
surface repair, surface optimization and surface deformation.

BREP model with analysis templates
for verified quality
The analysis templates are an important component of the Tebis
BREP technology. They contain the quality specifications that
apply to the current project. These analysis templates always work
in the background. The system will display detected defects, that
is, deviations from the quality specifications, in the structure tree.
The defects can be repaired at any time during the design process
and Tebis Healer will even perform the repair automatically.

BREP
BREP (Boundary Representation) is defined as the associative
linking of the surface model with the wireframe model
consisting of the boundary curves of the individual surfaces.
The Tebis BREP technology supports untrimmed surfaces with
four boundary curves and trimmed surfaces with any number
of boundary curves, enabling the user to assign design-appropriate surface structures to the part surface.

BREP surfaces exhibit first-class reflection properties even after automatic deformation
(morphing).
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The modules of the BREP group.

You use the Tebis Qualifier to
evaluate surface models in order
to ensure that the surface quality complies with the subsequent
design and manufacturing
process steps. (continued on
page 4)
Using the Tebis Surfacer, you
can recognize where your wireframe and surface model requires
improvement and then clean it.
After a few minutes, your data
are perfectly prepared for the
subsequent design and manufacturing processes. (continued on
page 5)
Using the Tebis Reverser, you
store an STL or FEM mesh with
the surface model and establish
an additional associativity. You
generate design surfaces with
reverse engineering and adapt
obsolete surface models to newly
scanned surfaces. The associative surface technology ensures
tangentially constant transitions
and smooth surface progressions. (continued on page 6)

Use the Tebis Healer to eliminate a majority of the problem
areas in the surface model, completely automatically and at the
touch of a button. Your surface
models then have the exact quality defined by you in the analysis
template. (continued on page 8)
With the Tebis Optimizer you
control high-end surface quality
(Class A), even with changes to
the CAD model on short notice.
Thus, you generate harmoniously
straked surfaces at high-speed.
(continued on page 9)
With the Tebis Morpher you can
deform surface models of any
size at the touch of a button,
using one or several deformation rules. The result is a surface
model of checked quality and
deformed as desired. (continued
on page 10)

Hand in hand with other Tebis technologies
At any time, you can combine the innovative BREP technology
with the robust and tolerant CAD functions of the Surface Design
and Advanced Surface Design modules. Designing with Tebis thus
becomes more powerful.
Using Tebis Digitized Data Processing, you can smooth and
reduce mesh data and process them with numerous additional
functions. Afterward, the meshes are perfectly prepared for further processing in the Tebis CAM and BREP modules.
The Tebis BREP modules generate high-quality surfaces. Using the
Tebis CAM modules for 3- to 5-axis milling, you can create highquality surfaces on your machining centers.
If required, you can output the surface models generated with
BREP to Catia V5 without loss using the direct interface. The
system provides dedicated interfaces to other CAD systems as well.
Frequent application in a before/after comparison: Simplification of the imported surface layout
and creation of suitable curvature properties.
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Tebis Qualifier
Evaluating surface models for quality criteria.
Have you experienced errors and delays in design and manufacture due to insufficient surface quality? The Tebis Qualifier
automatically searches for such defects and you can remedy them early. Individual analysis templates for your requirements
and the clearly arranged display of the results will simplify your work.

You use the Tebis Qualifier to evaluate surface models in order
to ensure that the design quality complies with the subsequent
design and manufacturing process steps.
Some of the most frequent results of poor surface designs are:
Problems during CAM processing.
Problems during data transfer to other CAD systems.
	Problems during subsequent design using specific functions,
such as offset, face calculation, component cut and automatic deformation.

The Tebis BREP product group contains two modules for the repair
of problem areas detected with the Tebis Qualifier:
	Using the Tebis Surfacer, you can manually simplify and improve
the surface layout (see p. 5)
	Using the Tebis Healer, you can automatically repair the surface
model (see p. 9)

Automated analysis
The automated analysis of the surface model can verify more than
30 different quality criteria. You decide on the relevant criteria
by considering the tasks to be performed in subsequent process
steps. For this purpose, you can store the required criteria in your
personal analysis templates for repeated and standardized checks.
The Tebis Qualifier displays the results clearly arranged in a structure tree. The corresponding problem areas in the part can thus be
found quickly and easily. The structure tree serves as a convenient
work and management tool when the surface model is revised.

The problem areas activated in the structure tree are displayed in the CAD model. This shows you
quickly where and how much you must improve and repair.

Analysis according to strake criteria
In addition to automated analysis via analysis templates, the
system provides other analysis functions such as curvature of surfaces and curves, curvature combs, quality shading, Bezier control
points, etc.

Loading analysis templates – user-defined or from the default supplied. The analysis templates
ensure that no criteria that could impede the current process will be overlooked.

The advantages of the Qualifier
Quick and easy verification of the required surface quality.
	Quick estimation of the efforts required for data preparation.
	Immediate identification of problem areas.
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Tebis Surfacer
Simplifying and improving
surface models during design.
Have you experienced the efforts required to rework an existing surface layout at a later time
in order to ensure smooth design and manufacture afterward? With the Tebis Surfacer, you can
recognize where your model requires improvement and clean it very quickly. The system provides
numerous functions to edit wireframe curves and surfaces that comply exactly with your maximum
deviation tolerance to the original part. After a few minutes, your surfaces are perfectly prepared
for the subsequent design and manufacturing processes.

Time pressure, changing designers, subsequent insertion of changes, hurriedly performed add-ons, etc. frequently result in a surface
layout that does not ideally match the object surface. Other errors
may arise from tolerant CAD algorithms, interfaces and unsuitable healing procedures. Using the Tebis Surfacer, you can quickly
revise the surface layout of your CAD models. Thus, you create an
optimum division of surfaces appropriate for the curvature progression of the object.
Using the Tebis Surfacer, you can quickly and easily remedy
the following quality issues in CAD surfaces:
unnecessarily high segmentation of individual surfaces
nearly unrecognizable band-shaped surface elements
	unintended gaps and kinks between and within individual
surfaces
	adjacent trimmings of trimmed surfaces (faces)
high polynomial degrees
mini-patches
and much more
For you to find and display defects in a surface model at the touch
of a button, the Tebis Surfacer contains the analysis functions of
the Tebis Qualifier (see page 4). That's because the sum of these
defects represents a high risk for subsequent CAD/CAM processes.

This example shows how a changed surface layout and reduction of segments result in a halving
of the data quantity in the before/after comparison.

Expensive rework may become necessary at a later time –
in particular in visible parts.

Optimizing the surface layout quickly
With the Tebis Surfacer, you can revise the surface layout in little
time or create it new, if required. Tebis will manage the original
surfaces in the background as a reference. This ensures that the
improved boundary curves and surfaces correspond to the original
surface. The larger your tolerance is for the permissible distance
of the surfaces to the original reference model, the smoother your
model becomes.
All subsequent processes will benefit from the improved surface
quality. This applies to data export via interfaces as well as manual
or automatic design activities and NC programming. Thus, the Tebis
Surfacer will pay for itself within a short time.

The advantages of the Surfacer
Quick and easy revision of surface models.
Assurance of required surface quality.
Faster loading and editing of data.

Simplifying trimmed surfaces to tetragonal surfaces. This improvement of the surface layout
facilitates all subsequent CAD and CAM processes and reduces the data quantity.
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Tebis Reverser
Generating and adapting design surfaces on mesh data.
Are you familiar with the requirement that high-quality surface models be generated from scanned surfaces under time pressure?
Or manual changes on the part be integrated into existing surface models after scanning? Using the Tebis Reverser, you can perform
reverse engineering and surface updating on meshes very quickly. With STL digitized data or other meshes in the background, you
create an associative link to the surfaces that you generate or that exist already. The Tebis BREP surface technology ensures tangentially constant and gapless transitions and smooth surface progressions.

The Tebis Reverser is particularly suitable for areas whose processes
have multiple optimization loops, such as product design or sheet
metal die making: Using scan procedures, you transfer parts and
dies to the CAD environment, process them there with CAD methods and return them to the real world via milling technology and
rapid prototyping. Then you intervene manually and progress to
the next loop. At the beginning, CAD surfaces must frequently be
regenerated and adapted to the scan data in subsequent runs.
The Tebis Reverser makes it possible to easily export digitized data
to the design process.

Checking mesh data and planning the surface layout
The Tebis Reverser provides you with high-quality analysis and
differentiated curvature displays for the analysis of existing mesh
data and parts. The various curvature modes complement each
other: You can thus quickly decide which areas should be filled
with trimmed surfaces and which with untrimmed surfaces with
four boundary curves. You thus generate design-compliant surface
layouts gladly accepted and further processed by downstream
designers. Time-consuming redesign is eliminated.

Prior to importing digitized data into Tebis BREP, you may quali
tatively process them in the Tebis module for digitized data
processing.
From the beginning you are perfectly prepared with the Tebis
Reverser:
	Importing STL and FEM meshes (Nastran/AutoForm) via
optional interfaces.
Analysis functions display defects in the meshes.
	The curvature display aids in generating and optimizing
the wireframe model.
	All Surfacer functions for generating and optimizing
the wireframe and surface models.
	All Qualifier functions to ensure the required design
characteristics.
The curvature analysis displays fillets as well as flat and steep areas. You can thus define where
trimmed and where untrimmed surfaces are to be located.

Wireframe and surface models are adapted to mesh models and the result is passed on to the
CAD/CAM process: The surface model can be modified at any time by modifying the wireframe
model.

Defects in the mesh surfaces can be quickly displayed and remedied, either by correcting the
mesh model or by omitting or smoothing the defective area when the surfaces are calculated.
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Reverse engineering and surface updating
The Tebis Reverser contains all functions for the generation of
wireframe and surface models. Using the semi-automatic and
interactive drawing functions, you can generate a wireframe model
based on the scanned object, with which you control the distance
of the surfaces to the mesh, degree and segmentation of the
surfaces and the surface transitions. Tebis will completely automatically calculate the surface model from the wireframe model
and the meshes.
To generate the wireframe model, the Tebis Reverser contains
functions developed specifically for the work with saved meshes
in addition to the Surfacer functions (see page 5). Furthermore,
during processing you can access all analysis functions of the
Tebis Qualifier in order to quickly and easily detect any defects
in the surface model (see page 4).

During the initial creation of the surfaces, the user takes into account the curvature progression
when defining the wireframe model and thus the surface layout.

The advantages of the Reverser
Integrating mesh data into the CAD design process.
	Quickly and intuitively generating wireframe and surface
models.
	Updating existing surface models after manual
modifications.
Surface models for further processing.
Surfaces of symmetric parts may be mirrored along symmetry planes.
Only one half must be designed.
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Tebis Healer
Automatically and interactively repairing surface models.
Have you experienced the difficulties when repairing surface models? In particular, when they have several defects such as
discontinuities, loops in surface boundaries, mini elements, etc. Using the Tebis Healer, you can eliminate these and many
other faults completely automatically and at the touch of a button. Afterward, your surface models will have the exact quality
that complies with the specifications defined by you.

 sing the Qualifier, the Tebis BREP technology determines the
U
locations in a wireframe and surface model that could create problems in subsequent processes. The Tebis Healer can repair most of
these problem areas automatically at the touch of a button. The
remainder can be remedied quickly and easily with the Surfacer
functions.
Because the Healer utilizes the analysis templates of the Qualifier
(see p. 4), it is ensured that only those problem areas that would
actually impede your process are edited.

The wizard for water-tight surface models knows three tolerance ranges within
which surfaces may be adapted.

You can start automatic repair of many
quality defects via the structure tree.
You quickly achieve the required surface
quality.

Achieving the required surface quality quickly
Using the Tebis Healer, you can automatically remedy the
following quality defects detected by the Tebis Qualifier
in the wireframe and surface model:
surface discontinuities
strip elements, mini elements and narrow patches
undesired islands
loops in trim boundaries
excessively large base surfaces
unnecessary wireframe model curves
and much more

The options of the Tebis Healer provide designers with new and
efficient techniques. Gaps are avoided when trimmed surfaces
intersect at their trim boundaries. And the robust and tolerant surface design functions in Tebis can be perfectly integrated into the
design process, for example, when you are rounding, expanding or
limiting.
Regardless of whether the next step is exporting data to another
CAD system or NC programming, you can always rely on the quality
of the BREP model, because it is always based on a corresponding
analysis template of the Qualifier. Even if there are thousands of
surfaces.

Water-tight surface models and selective repair
In addition to automatic repair via the structure tree, the Tebis
Healer provides a wizard for water-tight surface models and the
option to selectively adapt individual surfaces to the BREP wireframe model. In this process, you may define surface areas either
to be repaired or to be retained in their original state.

The advantages of the Healer
T remendous time savings thanks to automatic repair
of problem areas.
	Quick assurance of quality for subsequent processes,
e.g., data transfer, design, manufacturing.
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Tebis Optimizer
Quickly and associatively raising CAD surfaces to Class A level.
Have you had problems generating "just now" high-end or Class A surfaces with high-quality reflection progression after having
made modifications to the CAD model? Use the Tebis Optimizer to create surfaces with harmonious reflections matching all adjacent
surfaces. They will always remain within the range of a settable distance tolerance to the original surfaces. The optimization of
the surface models works independently from the origin of the surface data.

The Tebis Qualifier (see page 4) reliably recognizes and clearly
displays quality problems at the surface boundaries and the progression within the surfaces. Special Optimizer analysis functions
such as curvature combs and control polygon also support you
in displaying problem areas on the surface. You will immediately
recognize undesired surface kinks and wavy surface progressions
due to incorrectly selected surface parameters such as excessive
segmentation, inappropriate polynomial degrees, etc.
The Optimizer lets you selectively influence the surface parameters.
Advantages of working online with the Optimizer: Tebis will immediately display the results of your modification in the preview. You
always maintain control and improve your surface model in the
blink of an eye.

Quality issues at the surface boundaries and in the progression within the surfaces
are detected instantaneously …

You can easily and quickly perform the following tasks with the
Tebis Optimizer:
	Tangentially and curvature constant transitions to the adjacent surfaces.
	In base surfaces, curvature change as continuity criterion.
	Harmonious surface progressions through optimum division
of Bezier control points at the touch of a button.

Utilizing the harmonization automatism
The Tebis Optimizer provides you with a harmonization automatism
with which you control the surface progression step by step in real
time. The system will permanently adapt the surface according to
your parameter specifications and represent it together with the
deviations from the original surface.

The advantages of the Optimizer
 uick and intuitive straking of surfaces.
Q
Permanent result monitoring through analyses in real time.
	Retention of optimized surface parameters when surfaces
are transferred to Catia V5.

… and can then be remedied with a few key strokes. Subsequent CAD/CAM processes
will benefit from optimized surfaces.
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Tebis Morpher
Automatically deforming surface models according to specification.
Do you know how much work is required to comprehensively deform surface models? Regardless of whether the cause is design
changes or compensation for springback, arching or gravity-related sagging of the die. With the Tebis Morpher, you can quickly and
easily perform these tasks. Regardless of the size of your models. There are very few restrictions in the origin of the deforming
rules. They may arise from your own experience, from the simulation with FEM systems, from measuring, or a combination thereof.
The result is a surface model of checked quality and deformed as desired.

There are many tasks requiring a comprehensive deformation of
surface models. This always means major efforts with traditional
methods, but it can be performed quickly with the Tebis Morpher
and guided by a wizard.

Surfaces for immediate further processing
The Tebis Morpher generates a surface quality that can be used
immediately for further design and NC programming. If the original
quality of the surface model is insufficient for this, Tebis will automatically perform repairs using the Healer (see p. 8). The Healer
will take care of all problems and risks detected by the Qualifier
(see p. 4). Where an automatic repair is not possible, the user runs
the Tebis Surfacer (see p. 5) before starting the Morpher.
Typical tasks that you can quickly and easily perform with the
Tebis Morpher:
	Design changes such as the widening of the wheel panel on
a fender. The specifications for the deformation originate in
the design intent.
	Springback compensation in sheet metal dies. The deformation definitions originate in simulation, measuring reports,
scanned parts or experience.
	Compensation of sagging sheet metal dies due to gravity.
The values for the deformation originate in experience.
	Compensation of arching effects as they arise in joining and
flanging of sheet metal parts. In this case, the deformation
specifications also originate in experience.

The system will execute the deformation rule precisely across the part. In this example, a rule was taken from the FEM simulation.

You can define your specifications for the deformation in several
deformation rules, which will be executed in series or in parallel.
The Tebis Morpher will link them into a single combined rule. If
the result does not comply with your requirements, you can correct
the rules and the system will return the next result in just a few
minutes.
For automatic deformation, you must define a rule from the
deformation specification. The following options are available:
	Data from measuring reports or experience are available as
deviation vectors. The system will map them as movement
rules.
	Data from a scanned sheet metal part are available as an STL
mesh and can be mapped in corresponding rules.
	For specifications from experience or design intent, you may
generate rules across surfaces. For this, you use two simplified replacement surfaces. The difference represents the
deformation rule.
	Specifications for the deformation from simulation results
for springback and compensation in sheet metal die making
can be directly imported as a deformation rule.

This die was deformed by defining several movement vectors.
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Area definition

Sensitive analysis tools

The surface model to be deformed can be divided into three areas:
Area to be deformed as per rule.
Fixed area that must not be deformed.
	Area with blurred transition between fixed area and area
to be deformed.

The Tebis Morpher requires the Tebis Reverser (see page 6) and the
Tebis Healer (see page 8) for its automatic processes. Thus, the
quality of the result can be ensured and checked immediately:
	Deviation from the specification using distance analysis.
Smoothness analysis using reflection curve shading.
Analysis of the surface transitions for gaps and tangentiality.

You can assign a separate tolerance to each of these areas. This is
the maximum deviation that can be assumed by the surface result
from the exact deformation rule.

Wizard and reusable Morpher jobs
The Tebis Morpher guides you through all tasks with a wizard. The
first step is surface repair. It is followed by definition of the deformation rules as well as the areas and tolerances. After all steps are
defined, the system will calculate the deformed surface model.

Subsequent correction and optimization tasks
When you recognize areas that do not comply with the specifications, you can quickly improve them with the Tebis Surfacer (see
page 5). If the deformed surface model should be of Class A quality, e.g., in the case of exterior skin parts, use the Tebis Optimizer
(see page 9).

The advantages of the Morpher
The entire definition of the deformation is saved. The result can be
varied with minimum effort, for example, by changing transition
areas or tolerance specifications. Using the saved definitions, you
can quickly repeat the desired deformation even when the part
geometry has been changed.

In addition to surfaces, you can also morph trim curves. Both can be used immediately for subsequent design.

Tremendous time savings.
Fewer Q loops in the physical tool.
	Fast optimization loops thanks to editable and reproducible
surface deformation.
Ultra-short computing times.
	Any combination of all compensation measures from
experience, simulation, measuring reports and scan data.
Results can be utilized immediately in CAM and die design.

By defining fixed areas (green), areas to be deformed (red) and areas constituting
a transition (yellow), you have extensive control options for the deformation.
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